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Control architecture sizing is a main challenge of blended-wing–body design. This aircraft configuration typically

features redundant elevons located at the trailing edge of the wing, acting simultaneously on pitch and roll axes.

Consequently, a proper sizing requires one to consider coupled longitudinal and lateral criteria.Moreover, significant

hinge moments due to large control surface areas, combined with high deflection rates in order to safely control the

longitudinal instability, may result in excessive power consumption and actuatormass penalty. Therefore, it is highly

desirable at the preliminary design level to minimize control surface areas, while ensuring adequate closed-loop

handling qualities, with limited deflections and deflection rates. The problem of integrated design of control surface

sizes and flight control laws for an unstable blended-wing–body aircraft is addressed here. The latest tools for H∞
nonsmooth optimization of structured controllers are used to optimize in a single step the gains for both longitudinal

and lateral control laws, as well as a control allocation module, while minimizing the control surface span. The

following constraints are ensured: maximal deflection angles and rates for 1) pilot longitudinal pull up, 2) pilot bank

angle order, and 3) longitudinal turbulence. Using this coupled approach, significant gains in terms of the outer

elevon’s span as compared to the initial layout are demonstrated, whereas closed-loop handling quality constraints

are guaranteed.

Nomenclature

ncontrols = number of control surfaces
y2inb = inboard y position of elevon 2
y5out = outboard y position of elevon 5

yinit2inb
= initial inboard y position of elevon 2

yinit5out
= initial outboard y position of elevon 5

I. Introduction

AMONG other disruptive aircraft configurations, the blended-
wing–body (BWB) has been considered for years as a

promising candidate for the future of civil aviation [1]. The rationale
for this game-changing configuration is as follows: instead of
considering separate geometrical components for each basic function
of an aircraft (namely, lift, transport, control, and propulsion), the
BWB gathers the three functions of lift, transport, and control into a
single lifting surface. As a consequence of merging these functions,
an overall improved efficiency is expected, involving significant
gains in terms of fuel consumption. Most gains come from a
decreased wetted area as compared to a classical tube-and-wing
design; but, also, structural mass improvements are expected. As a
result, studies from the literature have regularly forecast gains
ranging from 15 to 20% in terms of fuel consumption as compared to

a conventional configuration [1–4]. This paper focuses on an Airbus
long-range BWB configuration.
Major challenges are yet to be solved before a potential entry into

service, including control-related issues [5]. These issues first
originate from the nature of the control devices used for this
configuration: the BWB (also known in the literature as hybrid wing–
body [6]) is controlled with multicontrol surfaces (also named
elevons), usually spanning thewhole trailing edge and acting as pitch
and roll devices. Among the challenges associated with this
technology, new handling quality criteria are required in order to take
into account the combined authority of control surfaces on
longitudinal and lateral axes. This was already addressed in previous
work [7,8]. Then, these control surfaces typically lack longitudinal
pitch authority because of their small longitudinal lever arm as
compared to that of a conventional elevator.
Flight control system (FCS) sizing is also affected by these unusual

effectors: failure cases of actuators or control surfaces induce a loss of
authority on both pitch and roll axes. The failure case analysis then
tends to be more complex than for classical aircraft configurations,
where functions are segregated for each axis. However, wewill make
the assumption that a failure case analysis sizes the number of
redundant elevons and the number of actuators per elevon [9] rather
than the elevon’s total area, which is the main concern of this paper.
Failure scenario analyses for elevon layout sizing, which were
already addressed by Garmendia et al. [10] and in the Active Control
for Flexible 2020Aircraft 2020 studies [11], are therefore outside the
scope of our study.
Then, concerning control surface area sizing, two phenomena have

a combined detrimental effect on both the actuator mass and power
consumption:
1) On the one hand, trailing-edge elevons induce high

aerodynamic hinge moments (HMs) due to their large area [12]. It
has been known since the work of Roman et al. [5] that hinge
moments are related to the control surface area through a “square-
cube” law: control surface areas increase as the square of the scale λ2,
whereas hingemoments increasewith the cube of this scale λ3. Large
BWB control surfaces lead to high hinge moment requirements.
Moreover, the control surface’s inertia is proportional to λ5∕2.
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From this perspective, during the preliminary design phase, attention
should be focused on downsizing the control surface areas.
2) On the other hand, high deflection rates result from the

longitudinal stabilization of an unstable configuration [13]. Indeed,
the Airbus BWB features a negative static margin, especially at low
speed (see Sec. II.B). Otherwise said, our aircraft features an unstable
short-period mode. For this reason, it requires a permanent stability
augmentation system (SAS) in order to guarantee adequate safety and
handling qualities. However, it was shown in a previous study [14]
that, the more unstable an aircraft, the faster its control surfaces need
to move in order to maintain the equilibrium under disturbance. This
effect is further increased on the BWB because elevons lack a
longitudinal lever armwith respect to the center of gravity (CG). As a
consequence, their longitudinal efficiency is reduced as compared to
an elevator of the same area on a conventional airplane. Thus, more
demanding deflections and deflection rates are needed to create the
same pitchingmoment. As a result, deflection rates of 60 deg ∕s [15]
and even 100 deg ∕s [16] are often considered when presizing the
FCS for a BWB, as compared to nominal values of about 30 deg ∕s
for conventional tail-aft design actuators. During the preliminary
design phase, control surface pitch efficiency should then be sought
to be maximized (for instance, by increasing the control surface area
as much as possible), which conflicts with the previously mentioned
requirement on hinge moment limitation.
Both large hinge moments and high deflection rates have a direct

impact on the FCS sizing and secondary power consumption. Indeed,
as stated byGarmendia et al. [17], secondary power for the FCSPFCS

may be evaluated in a preliminary way by Eq. (1):

PFCS �
Xncontrols
i�1

HMmax
i ⋅ _θmax

i (1)

where HMmax
i and _θmax

i are the maximum hinge moment and
maximum deflection rate of the ith control surface, respectively; and
ncontrols is the number of control surfaces.
At the preliminary design phase, when the actuator’s sizing is not

yet frozen, the deflection rate is a direct consequence of the control
law design. Also, the traditional way of sizing conventional control
surfaces considers simplified open-loop handling qualities criteria,
such as the roll rate target for the ailerons or the pitch rate target for the
elevator. Such an approach is no longer valid for BWBcontrol surface
sizing due to the natural pitch instability: control surface areasmay be
largely sized by stabilization requirements, so sizing requires
considering control laws at the early design phase. Control lawdesign
in turn depends on the effectiveness of control surfaces. This coupled
problem is known in the control community as plant-controller
optimization or integrated design and control. The classical way of
handling this problem involves an iterative approach: effectors are
sized based on engineering rules, and then a control law is designed.
If the requirements are not met, then the sizing is changed based on
the existing control law, and so on. However, it has been proved [18]
that, in addition to being time-consuming, this approachmaymiss the
optimum because of the tightly coupled nature of the problem.
Consequently, several approaches seek to solve these combined
problems in a single step. “Plant-controller optimization” has been
studied in a variety of fields, such as chemistry [19,20], autonomous
underwater vehicles [21], and astronautics [14,22,23].

In the field of aeronautics, two complementary approaches were

studied. The first method considered integrating a stability and

control module into a multidisciplinary optimization (MDO) process

[24,25]. Longitudinal and lateral control lawswere synthesized using

a linear quadratic technique, and they were incorporated into an

optimization process, together with an aerodynamics, propulsion,

weight, and performance module. Optimization was run with and

without taking into account the stability augmentation system for a

conventional tail-aft design. The results showed improved

performance for the relaxed static stability due to smaller elevator

sizing. Other MDO studies also considered stability constraints for

BWB planform optimization [26–28].
A second, more control-oriented approach takes advantage of

optimization tools developed for controller design in order to

simultaneously optimize a controller and some meaningful physical

parameters. Niewhoener and Kaminer [29] optimized, in a single

loop, a longitudinal controller and elevator control surface using a

linear matrix inequality (LMI) framework. The handling quality

constraints were expressed in terms of the LMI. The resulting

controller was full order. This approach was later developed in other

studies of integrated longitudinal controller/control surface sizing

[30,31] and design of hypersonic vehicles [32]. More recently,

nonsmooth optimization methods enabling structured linear varying

parameter (LPV) controllers were applied to the longitudinal

integrated design and control problem [33].
We propose to extend this approach to longitudinal/lateral

integrated design and control of a BWB by optimizing together a

three-axis control law and a control surface total span, using

nonsmooth optimization techniques for fixed structure controllers.

More precisely, we propose to optimize in a single step the control

surface span, the control allocation module, and the flight control

laws in order to guarantee longitudinal and lateral handling quality

constraints with a minimum control surface size. The main

contributions of this paper as compared to the state-of-the-art

literature are threefold: 1) applying the methodology of integrated

design and control to a BWB, 2) extending the plant-controller

optimization problem to a coupled longitudinal/lateral case, and

3) using optimization tools for fixed-structured controllers in order to

solve this problem.
This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, the flight dynamics

models are presented. Then, Sec. III introduces the strategy for

parameterizing the elevon’s total span and obtaining a parametrized

state-space representation suitable for optimization. The integrated

design and control problem of computing structured longitudinal/

lateral control laws gains together with optimal elevons size is

presented in Sec. IV, and the results are discussed in Sec. V.

II. Aircraft Flight Dynamics and Control

In this section, the models used in Secs. III and IV for design,

control, and simulation are described. The configuration studied in

this paper is a long-range BWB for which the planform results from

optimization studies on high-speed performance with constraints on

the low-speed pitching moment [34]. The focus of this work is the

sizing of control surfaces; thus, the planform is considered constant.

The planform and initial control surface layout are visible on Fig. 1a.

a)   = 1 b)   = 0.8 c)   = 0.4
Fig. 1 Elevon sizes for different values of parameter η.



A. Linearized State-Space Representation of Flight Dynamics
Equations

This work focuses on the elevon’s sizing based on closed-loop
longitudinal and lateral handling qualities criteria. Consequently,
three-axis nonlinear flight dynamics equations are used to simulate
the aircraft motion. Using Newton’s second law,

m _Vg � mg� Faero � Fthrust (2)

J _ΩG � MG
aero �MG

thrust (3)

wherem andJ are the aircraft mass and inertia, respectively;Vg is the
ground speed; _Vg is its derivative with respect to the R0�x0; y0; z0�
Earth reference frame; andΩG is the aircraft rotationvector around its
center of gravity.Faero andM

G
aero denote the aerodynamic forces and

moments, respectively; whereas Fthrust andM
G
thrust are the forces and

moments resulting from engine thrust, respectively. For an extensive
development of these equations, the reader may refer to [35].
To perform the control law synthesis and linear analysis, these

equations are linearized around equilibrium flight points. These
initial equilibria are computed for the following conditions: zero
flight-path angle, sideslip, and bank angle. The choice of different
flight points in terms of mass, Mach, and altitude is discussed in
Sec. II.E. The following state-space representation was used:
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where X � � δV δα q δθ β r p ϕ �T is the state vector
composed of δV � V − Ve, which is the relative airspeed with
respect to the equilibrium speed; δα � α − αe and δθ � θ − θe are
the relative angle of attack and pitch attitude with respect to the
equilibrium, respectively; sideslip is β; andp,q, and r are the rotation
rates of the aircraft with respect to the Earth reference frame in roll,
pitch, and yaw, respectively. Comprehensive expressions of the
matrix coefficients are given in the Appendix. The controls are
Δδx � δx − δxe, which is the relative symmetric thrust with respect
to the equilibrium thrust; and Δδmi � δmi − δme, i � 1; : : : ; 10, is
the relative deflection of the ith elevon control surfacewith respect to
the equilibrium position. Elevons for the BWB are acting not only for
maneuvers but also as trim devices. Equilibria for this study were
performed using all elevons with equal deflection. Other studies
showed the benefits of segregating trim and maneuver control
surfaces [6], but this trade is out of the scope of our work. However,
for maneuvers, each of the 10 elevons is actuated independently,
through a control allocation strategy presented in Sec. IV.B. The
elevon’s layout, shown in Fig. 1a, is ordered in the control vector as
follows:

δmi;i�1; : : : ;10 � �LDQ1 : : :LDQ5;RDQ1 : : :RDQ5�

The control vector also contained the rudder deflection δn. Although
two rudders are visible on the configuration of Fig. 1a, it was chosen

for the sake of clarity to group them as a single control with twice the
efficiency of one rudder; the aim of our study is, indeed, not to size
vertical surfaces, but only elevons. The output vector Y gathers the
aircraft states and vertical load factor δNz � Nz − 1, with the vertical
load factor for the initial equilibrium being equal to one. Finally, a
turbulence effect is included as a vertical velocitywz expressed in the
Earth reference frame, under the assumption that it acts as an
increment of angle of attack. The model used for turbulence is
described in Sec. II.C.

B. Mode Analysis

Themodes of the eight-state aircraft dynamics presented in Sec. II.
A are depicted in Fig. 2. For the sake of clarity, poles are shown only
for one mass and altitude, with the Mach number varying between
0.45 to 0.85. More generally, all of this work is performed for the



maximum aft CG allowed for each mass in order to be at the most
penalizing configuration from a longitudinal stability perspective.
The main point to retain from Fig. 2 is the strong instability of the

short-period oscillation, with a frequency of approximately
1.2 rad ⋅ s−1. Even though it is not comparable to the most unstable
fighter aircraft ever designed, such as the X-29 (see [36], with
instability levels approaching 6 rad ⋅ s−1), this instability level is an
order of magnitude beyond current civil aircraft: these are currently
designed to be at least neutrally stable in an open loop. Identifying
and minimizing the impact of this unstable mode on control surface
sizing are the main concerns of this paper.
In Fig. 2, a poorly damped Dutch roll (DR) mode is also visible.

For some flight points, it even turns slightly unstable. A previous
study [7] sized the vertical surfaces of this configuration in order to
guarantee a minimum instability level of ξ � −5% for the Dutch roll
on the whole flight envelope.

C. Turbulence Model

A Dryden continuous turbulence model is used for simulating
vertical continuous turbulence wz. A band-limited white noise ez is
passed through a forming filter approximating the Dryden velocity
spectra. The transfer function has the following expression from [37]:

Hwz
�s� � wz

ez
�s� � σz

��������
2Lz

πV

r
1� � ���

3
p

Lz∕V�s
�1� �Lz∕V�s�2

(6)

whereV is the aircraft airspeed, andLz is the vertical turbulence scale
length that was set to 500 m. This value is typical from [38] for
simulating turbulence at altitudes above 2000 ft. Note that σz is the
turbulence intensity; in this work, the value σz � 5 m ⋅ s−1 is chosen
in order to simulate severe turbulence intensity. The underlying
rationale for this choice is thatwe should size control surfaces in order
to guarantee a stable closed-loop behavior, even for extreme
turbulence events. For an unstable aircraft such as the BWB studied
here, if the deflection stops or rate limits of the actuators are reached
during stabilization, then the aircraft dynamics may revert back to an
unstable behavior. This may lead to the aircraft loss. Thus, extreme
turbulence was chosen for control surface sizing.

D. Actuator Model

Asecond-order actuatormodel accounting for their bandwidth and
damping is used:

yact
uact

� ω2
0

s2 � 2ξω0s� ω2
0

(7)

Asingle bandwidth anddampingof, respectively,ω0 � 8.8 rad ⋅ s−1
(1.4 Hz) and ξ � 0.8 was used. Previous studies considered

allocating different bandwidths for all control surfaces [14,39];
however, this is outside the scope of the present paper.A 100ms delay
accounting for sensors, computers, and data processing is included in
the control law synthesis and simulation. Such a value is typical for an
actual control chain delay; challenging the current technologywould,
of course, improve the control law performance but is not considered
here. During synthesis on the linearized model, a second-order Padé
approximation is used; for simulation, the actual delay is taken into
account. Actuators and delay will be embedded in the control law
structure in Sec. IV.C.

E. Description of the Flight Envelope

To properly size the aircraft from a stability and control
perspective, our integrated design and control process was run on
the entire flight envelope in terms of mass, Mach, altitude, and for
aft CG. More precisely, four masses were examined:
m � �200T; 250T; 300T; 350T�. Mach numbers were discretized
from 0.25 to 0.85 with steps of 0.1; for each Mach number, a
sweep was performed on the airspeed Vair with steps of 20 kt. This
is equivalent to varying the altitude for a given Mach. Admissible
altitudes were given by a velocity maximum operating limitation
for the low-altitude limit and a maximum of the buffet lift
coefficient and operational ceiling for the high-altitude limit. The
resulting flight points are depicted in Fig. 3.

III. Parametric Representation of Control Surface
Span Variation

In this section, a process for obtaining a continuous approximation
of control surface efficiencies for varying the outer elevon’s span is
presented. This part aims at obtaining a continuously parametrized
state-space representation so that the continuous optimizer presented

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
0
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Fig. 3 Mach–altitude flight envelope.

Fig. 2 Poles of aircraft dynamics for aft CG (PR denotes pure roll, PH denotes phugoid mode, and SPI denotes spiral mode).



in Sec. IV may use the continuous variable representing the elevon’s
size as an optimization variable.

A. Geometric Parametrization of Control Surfaces Span

In “classical” plant-controller optimization problems applied to
aeronautics, attention is drawn to minimizing the elevator size under
longitudinal constraints. For the BWB lacking (by definition) an
elevator, this process is not applicable here. Therefore, the outer
elevon’s total span is chosen as a plant figure of merit to be
minimized. More precisely, a variable η representing the ratio of the
outer elevon’s total span as compared to the initial control surface’s
span is introduced. In Fig. 1a, the initial elevon’s layout,
corresponding to a parameter value of η � 1, is presented. This initial
layout features five control surfaces on each side of thewing spanning
the whole trailing edge, except a gap between elevons 1 and 2 for
engine pylon integration: elevons are numbered from inboard to
outboard. The elevon’s relative chord is limited in the x-wise position
by cabin integration for elevon 1, and by the rear spar for elevons 2 to
5. So, it was decided to keep the elevon’s relative chord constant, as
well as the elevon’s number; asmentioned in the Introduction (Sec. I),
the elevon’s number is mostly a failure case problem that is out of the
scope of our study. Also, the initial elevons are split equally on the
outer wing; that is, elevons 2 to 5 have the same span.
From this initial layout, control surfaces were derived using the

following assumptions:
1) Note that η � �y2inb∕yinit2inb

�, y2inb and yinit2inb
are the current and the

initial inboard y position of elevon 2, respectively.
2) Note that y5out � yinit5out

, y5out and y
init
5out

are the current and the initial

inboard y position of elevon 5, respectively.
3) The elevon’s relative chords are kept constant and equal to 22%.
4) Elevons 2 to 5 are split equally.
5) Elevon 1 is kept constant.
It is then clear that 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, η � 1, corresponding to an initial

elevon’s layout, and η � 0, corresponding to the lack of any control
surface on the outer wing. Examples of layouts for η � 0.8 and
η � 0.4 are presented on Figs. 1b and 1c, respectively.

B. Computation of Aerodynamic Models for Discretized Control

Surface Span

The computation of an aerodynamic model for different parameter
values of η is described in this section. For the sake of clarity, the
initial layout (namely, the configuration for η � 1) is called the
“reference” aircraft; whereas derived layouts (namely, configurations
for η < 1) are called “project” aircraft. The reference flight dynamics
model described in Sec. II.A is used for all configurations described
in Sec. III.A as a planform, and airfoils are kept constant for all
configurations; therefore, only control surface aerodynamic
efficiencies need to be evaluated for the project aircraft. Once again,
the goal of Sec. III is to obtain state-space representations
continuously parametrized by elevon span parameter η. The process

to obtain such a continuous approximation is presented in Fig. 4. A
first step is to compute calibrated aerodynamic models for discrete
values of η, namely, for values between 0.1 and 1, with steps of 0.1.
For that purpose, the Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL) software [40] was
used together with calibration factors coming from the supposedly
known aerodynamic coefficients of the initial BWB design. This
allows one to take into account the Mach effects and nonlinearities
due to a high angle of attack or high deflection, which AVL cannot
account for. Continuous approximation of discretized models is
treated in Sec. III.C, whereas computation of calibrated aerodynamic
models is explained hereafter.
More precisely, the aircraft total lift coefficientCL embedded in the

Faero term of Eq. (3) comprises an ith control surface deflection
dependency CLi

, which can be written as follows:

CLi
� kNLδmi

�α; δmi�CLδmi
δmi (8)

where kNLδmi
�α; δm� accounts for loss-of-control surface efficiency as a

function of the angle of attack α and control surface deflection δmi,
and CLδmi

is the lift gradient of the ith control surface. Note that
kNLδmi

�α; δm� is known for reference aircraft, and it is kept for project
aircraft. The reference lift gradient Cref

Lδmi
is supposed known from

previous studies [34], and it is compared with the lift gradient
computed byAVL for the reference configurationCAVL

Lδmi
(see Fig. 5a).

From these data, a calibration factor accounting for AVL’s lack of
accuracy is computed:

ΔCAVL
Li

�
Cref
Lδmi

CAVL
Lδmi

(9)

Then, an AVL computation is run on project geometry in order to

compute the lift gradient of the project aircraftCAVLproj

Lδmi
. This gradient

is finally calibrated using the previously computed calibration factor

ΔCAVL
Li

of Eq. (9) (see Fig. 5b), giving the following:

Cproj
Li

� kNLδmi
ΔCAVL

Li
CAVLproj

Lδmi
δmi (10)

A similar process is used for computing the control surface’s
pitching moment efficiencies of project configurations. More
precisely, the aircraft pitching moment coefficient Cm embedded in

MG
aero of Eq. (3) comprises an ith control surface deflection

dependency Cmi
, which can be written as follows:

Cmi
� kNLδmi

�α; δmi�CLδmi
δmi�XCG − XFi

� (11)

where XCG denotes the x-wise CG position, and XFi
denotes the ith

control surface aerodynamic center x-wise position. However, XFi
is

not a direct output of AVL and has to be computed as follows:

Fig. 4 Process for obtaining LFR approximation of state-space representations as a function of the η parameter.



XAVL
Fi

� XCG −
CAVL
mδmi

CAVL
Lδmi

(12)

This leads to computing the aerodynamic center calibration factor

for the reference aircraft, knowing the actual aerodynamic centerXref
Fi

for the ith elevon:

ΔXAVL
Fi

� Xref
Fi

XAVL
Fi

(13)

Finally, an AVL computation is run on project aircraft in order to

compute the pitching moment gradient of the project aircraft’s ith

elevon CAVLproj

mδmi
, and the resulting aerodynamic center is computed

and calibrated as follows:

XAVLproj

Fi
� ΔXAVL

Fi
⋅

 
XCG −

CAVLproj

mδmi

CAVLproj

Lδmi

!
(14)

A similar process is used for computing the control surface’s

rolling moment efficiencies of project configurations. More

precisely, the aircraft rolling moment coefficient Cl embedded in

MG
aero of Eq. (3) comprises an ith control surface deflection

dependency Cli, which can be written as follows:

Cli � kNLδmi
�α; δmi�Clδmi

δmi (15)

The calibration factor for the rolling moment coefficient is then

computed as follows:

ΔCAVL
li

�
Cref
lδmi

CAVL
lδmi

(16)

And, finally, the rollingmoment coefficient of the project aircraft is

calibrated using the calibration factor of Eq. (16):

Cproj
li

� kNLδmi
ΔCAVL

li
CAVLproj

lδmi
δmi (17)

This method, summarized in Fig. 4, combines the advantages of

fast data generation through a light computational fluid dynamics

computation, and with far better accuracy than AVL direct output

through accurate knowledge on a reference configuration. Here, it is

applied only to control surface aerodynamic coefficients, but the

process would be similar for computing any aerodynamic coefficient

of a project aircraft with a baseline knowledge on a similar reference

aircraft.

C. Polynomial Approximation and LFR Representation of Control
Surface Aerodynamic Efficiencies

Once aerodynamic coefficients are computed and calibrated for

discretized values of η (namely, η � �0.1; 0.2; : : : ; 1�; see Sec. III.B),
the final step concerning the modeling problem consists of obtaining

an approximation of state-space representations for the continuously

varying parameter η. For that purpose, it was chosen towork with the
linear fractional representation (LFR) framework because this

representation is suited to the optimizer coming from the control

community presented in Sec. IV. Moreover, efficient algorithms for

approximating a set of numerical data as an LFR were developed by

ONERA—The French Aerospace Lab [41]. A LFR is a model where

all fixed dynamics are gathered in a single linear time-invariant plant

M, whereas uncertainties or varying parameters are contained in a

block-diagonal matrix Δ (see Fig. 6). Polynomial and rational

expressions are, for instance, easily convertible into a LFR. For a

comprehensive LFR theory, please refer to [42].

More precisely, the problem is that of finding aLFRapproximating

as closely as possible the state-space representations computed for

different values of η. Uncertainties are not considered in this study, so
the Δ block is only composed of the η parameter repeated several

times. Moreover, as mentioned previously, in this work, the BWB

planform is kept constant; therefore, state matrix A from the state-

space representation is assumed to be independent from η. As a

consequence, only control matrix B containing the elevon’s

efficiencies is approximated by the LFR. However, the described

a) Comparison of lift gradient coefficients for
reference aircraft: Cref

L  miδ L  miδ(dotted) vs CAVL (plain)
b) Comparison of lift gradient coefficients for project aircraft 
before (plain) and after calibration (dotted), respectively

Fig. 5 Comparison of AVL outputs with reference aircraft aerodynamic data (left) and with calibrated data (right).

Fig. 6 Linear fractional representation.



process would be similar if we would include some planform
variables having an impact on the A matrix.
It was decided to restrict the search for LFR approximations to

polynomial approximations in order to keep the LFR order (that is,
the amount of times η is repeated inside the Δ block) as small as
possible. From a physical perspective, this can be justified by the fact
that control surface efficiencies should vary smoothly with respect to
their span. The least-squares routinelsapprox from theAPRICOT
library inMATLAB [41] was used. The problem consists of finding a
polynomial P of degree np minimizing the following criterion:

C �
XN
k � 1

�Bηk − P�η��2 (18)

with Bηk being the control matrix for sampled values of
η, ηk;k�1:N � �0.1; : : : ; 1�.
The degree of the polynomial P is set to np � 5, and the resulting

LFR size is 20; this number represents how many times η is repeated
inside the Δ block. The maximum root mean square is 9.36 ⋅ 10−3,
and the maximum local absolute error is 2.01 ⋅ 10−2. Note that
lsapprox instead of the orthogonal least-squares olsapprox
routine was used because it achieves higher accuracy. The LFR order
is, however, is higher but remains acceptable; that is, the computation
cost for simulation using Simulink [43] is only increased by a few
seconds. The resulting approximated aerodynamic gradients are
plotted in Fig. 7.

IV. Integrated Design and Control

In this section, the integrated design and control problem of
simultaneously minimizing the elevon’s span parameter η while

satisfying the handling qualities and maneuverability constraints is

developed.

A. Structure of Control Laws

As stated in Sec. II.B, the longitudinal instability on this BWB

requires a SAS to make it flyable. Moreover lateral control laws are

also mandatory to enhance lateral handling qualities. Considering

both these longitudinal and lateral/directional control laws is,

moreover, necessary for a proper sizing of control surfaces. A main

contribution of this paper is, indeed, to provide a methodology for

simultaneous longitudinal, lateral, and directional control law’s

synthesis of an arbitrary structure; whereas this problem is usually

addressed by decoupling longitudinal from lateral/directional axes.

Here, a typical fly-by-wire FCS architecture is considered. The pilot

provides inputs in terms of the commanded load factor Nzc, bank
angle ϕc, and sideslip βc. Control law feedback features a C� and Y�
structure for longitudinal and lateral/directional control, respectively,

for which the structure is provided in [44]. More precisely, the

following holds true:
1) TheC� structure is composed of the load factorNz and pitch rate

q feedback, together with an integrator for a zero steady-state
tracking error and a direct feedthrough gain. The output of the law is
an equivalent elevator order δmequi.
2) The Y� structure features lateral/directional state feedback,

namely, sideslip β, yaw rate r, bank angle ϕ, and roll rate p. An
integrator is added to keep zero steady-state sideslip, aswell as a bank
angle order direct feedthrough gain. Outputs of this law are the
equivalent aileron and rudder order δlequi and δnequi, respectively.
A general overview of the control law structure is visible in Fig. 8.

As already mentioned, control law outputs are the equivalent

elevator, aileron, and rudder orders, which are independent from the
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Fig. 7 LFR polynomial approximations of elevon pitch and roll gradients.

Fig. 8 Closed-loop representation for integrated design and control optimization.



control surface’s architecture. These equivalent orders are then
converted into control surface deflections, thanks to a control

allocation module, which is described in the next section.

B. Control Allocation Model

Control allocation is the problem of converting equivalent orders,
computed by the control law, into control orders when there are more
effectors than axes to control. For a comprehensive survey of control

allocation methods, please refer to the work by Johansen and Fossen
[45]. In our study, a control allocation module needs to be
incorporated in order to convert equivalent elevator, aileron, and
rudder deflections �δmequi; δlequi; δnequi� into actual control surfaces
deflections �δmi;i�1; : : : ;10; δn�.
Mathematically, the control allocation problem is that of finding a

deflections vector u satisfying the following:

2
4Cmδm1

: : : Cmδm10
Cmδn

Clδm1
: : : Clδm10

Clδn
Cnδm1

: : : Cnδn10 Cnδn

3
5

|������������������������������{z������������������������������}
B1�η�

u �
2
4Cmδmequi

δmequi

Clδlequiδlequi
Cnδnequiδnequi

3
5 (19)

where B1�η� is the matrix of the elevon’s gradients in pitch, roll, and

yaw, respectively, which all depend on the parameter η.
�Cmδmequi

ClδlequiCnδnequi �T is a vector of equivalent gradients as seen
by the control law. These values may be set arbitrarily without loss of
generality; we chose equivalent values of one on all axes. Then, a
classical solution of Eq. (19) is the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse

[46]:

u � Kalloc�η�
2
4 δmequi

δlequi
δnequi

3
5 (20)

with

Kalloc�η� � BT
1 �B1B

T
1 �−1 (21)

As comprehensively discussed in Sec. IV.C, our process features
two steps. In the first step, three-axis gains are computed for a fixed η
value; in this step, the pseudoinverse control allocation from Eq. (21)

is used. During the second step, three-axis control law gains and the η
parameter are simultaneously optimized. In this step, Kalloc is no
longer fixed but is a variable for the optimization. By doing this, the
design space is widened, and a truly optimal strategy with respect to
the imposed handling qualities constraints can be chosen by the

optimizer.
More precisely, in order to limit the number of variables for the

optimization, Kalloc is parameterized as follows:

Kalloc �

2
664
Kpitch

alloc Kroll
alloc 0

Kpitch
alloc −Kroll

alloc 0

0 0 Kyaw
alloc

3
775 (22)

This means we impose symmetrical and antisymmetrical
deflections of the elevons for a pitch and roll order, respectively;
and a yaw order is allocated to the rudder only. By incorporating this
physical knowledge of the control allocation structure, the number of
variables within Kalloc is reduced from 33 to 11 variables.

C. Simultaneous Three-Axis Control Law Synthesis

Integrated design and control of the BWB presented in this paper
follows a two-step scheme:
1) A first control law’s synthesis computes gains for an arbitrarily

fixed η value. The problem consists of minimizing the difference
between a referencemodel and the closed-loop aircraft. The output of
this step is the optimum value of the H∞ criterion. This section is
devoted to describing this first step.

2) The output of step 1 is used to put a constraint on the maximal
value of the H∞ criterion in order to guarantee satisfactory closed-
loop behavior while optimizing the elevon’s size η. This step is
described extensively in the next section.
As stated previously, simultaneously optimizing the control

surface’s size η and control law gains requires setting a constraint, in

the optimization sense, that ensures an adequate closed-loop

behavior of the optimal solution. This constraint was set as amaximal

admissible value of an H∞ criterion: a value that must be computed

through a first synthesis. The H∞ criterion and its optimal value

computation are described now.
A three-channel model-reference tracking scheme was used. This

scheme consists of minimizing the difference between a reference

dynamics model and the closed-loop aircraft, from the H∞ norm

point of view [47]. If the reference model is perfectly matched by the

closed loop in the whole frequency domain, then the optimal H∞
value is zero. However, this is practically infeasible due to physical

limitations; as a consequence, the optimal value is always above zero.
Here, reference-model tracking is expressed by minimizing the

H∞ norm of a three-input three-output transfer function between

pilot inputs �Nzc;ϕc; βc� and outputs �z1; z2; z3� the differences

between reference dynamics outputs and actual closed-loop signals

�Nz;ϕ; β�. For a proper definition of signals, please refer to Fig. 8. In
our case, multichannel transfer has several advantages over multiple

single-input single-output (SISO) transfers. First, offdiagonal terms

are implicitly set to zero. Hence, the resulting control law will totally

decouple all three axes (namely, longitudinal from lateral/directional,

but also lateral from directional), turns are performed with zero

sideslip (and directional from lateral), and “pedal” inputs imply no

bank. Couplings between all axes are explicitly taken into account by

the control law, which a SISO approach would not. Then, this

formulation is virtually independent from the open-loop model and

structure of control laws. Finally, it allows for an elegant formulation

of the optimization problem of Sec. IV.D: a single constraint on the

H∞ norm of this multichannel transfer ensures an adequate closed-

loop behavior on all three axes. An equivalent formulation with SISO

transfers would require nine constraints.
Reference models on longitudinal, lateral, and directional axes are

set as follows:

Nzref
Nzc

� ω2
i

s2 � 2ξiωis� ω2
i

(23)

ϕref

ϕc

� 1

�1� τrps��1� τsps�
(24)

βref
βc

� ω2
dr

s2 � 2ξdrωdrs� ω2
dr

(25)

In our study, the closed-loop reference values are fixed, and they

are given in Table 1. Ideally, these values should depend on the

open-loop dynamics, but this is left for future work.
The optimization problem for simultaneous three-axis control law

synthesis simply reads as follows:

Table 1 Values for referencemodel

Parameter Value

ωi 1 rad ⋅ s−1
ξi 0.7
τrp 1.6 s
τsp 1.9 s
ωdr 0.4 rad ⋅ s−1
ξdr 0.7



min
K

���T�Nzc;ϕc;βc�→�z1;z2;z3��P�ηinit�; K; Kinit
alloc�

���
∞

(26)

such that

∀ p ∈ C;p pole of P�s�:
Re�p� ≤ −MinDecay; Re�p� ≤ −MinDamping:jpj
K internally stabilizesP�η�

with K being a vector containing all control law gains defined in

Sec. IV.A. The additional constraints ensure that closed-loop poles

have a damping of at least 0.5 and a real part of at least 0.2. Even

though those constraints may seem redundant with the reference

model tracking objective, it was found that it helps the optimizer to

converge.
To solve this optimization problem, the systune routine [48,49]

from the MATLAB Robust Control Toolbox [43] was used. This

routine allows tuning of fixed-order structured controllers, so it can

handle physical parameter optimization combined with control gain

computation. Couplings between the control and the design problem

are therefore taken into account directly in a single optimization.

Moreover, it is well suited to mathematical particularities of the

optimization problem inEq. (26), namely, the nonsmooth behavior of

the H∞ norm. Optima found by the algorithm are only local;

consequently, several initializations should be performed in order to

ensure the globality of the solution.

An example of optimized three-axis control law is shown in Figs. 9

and 10 through the frequency domain and temporal simulation

responses, respectively. The chosen flight point is M:35,
H � 3300 ft, and m � 300 T. The optimal value for the H∞
criterion γ∞ for this flight point, as well as the normalized constraints

at the optimum gBest, are as follows:

γ∞ �
���T�Nzc;ϕc;βc�→�z1;z2;z3��Kopt�

���
∞

(27)

� 0.107

gBest � 0.9997 (28)

where gBest < 1 at the optimum means the constraints are fulfilled.
To visualize themultiaxes behavior of the resulting control law, the

simulation shown in Fig. 10 features the following maneuvers:
1) At t � 0 s, a pilot pull up is commanded through aΔNzc � 1g

step order. As a result, right and left control surfaces move in a
symmetric way.
2) At t � 5 s, a step with a bank angle of ϕc � 30 deg is

commanded. Elevons start moving from their equilibrium position
antisymmetrically. The Rudder is also actuated in order to maintain
zero sideslip.
3) At t � 12 s, a βc � 5 deg sideslip order is commanded.
The initial elevon’s deflection used to trim the aircraft is not

represented on Fig. 10; only variations around their initial positions are

shown. To conclude this section, we emphasize the fact that the desired

Fig. 9 Bode diagrams for three-axis reference models and optimized closed loop, for η � 1.



outcome of the synthesis presented in this section is only the optimal

value γ∞ of theH∞ criterion, which will be used as a constraint for the

optimization procedure described in the next section. In particular,

control lawgains are not kept; they are computed again in the combined

optimization of control laws and parameter η.

D. Definition of the Optimization Problem

Once the optimum γ∞ of theH∞ criterion is computed, it is used as a

constraint on the H∞ norm of the multichannel transfer for the

combined optimization problem.More precisely, the integrated design

andcontrol problemof this study is that of finding aminimal η such that
1) deflections and deflection rates in response to maneuvers do not

exceed prescribed limits, and 2) closed-loop behavior is optimal.
The latter point is solved by ensuring that the H∞ norm of the

multichannel transfer

kT�Nzc;ϕc;βc�→�z1 ;z2;z3��η�k∞

is kept under its optimal value (that is, equal to this value) whatever η.
Once the optimum value γ∞ for a fixed η is known from the
optimization described in Sec. IV.C, the optimization problem of
finding the best possible closed-loop behavior translates into a single
constraint satisfaction problem. This elegant formulation allows
minimizing of another objective (η in our case) while ensuring a
satisfactory closed-loop behavior on all axes.
Constraints on maneuverability are cast as constraints on the H∞

norm of adequate transfer functions, which is similar to the work of
Niewhoener and Kaminer [29]. Therefore, these constraints are root
mean square and not temporal: no guarantee can be obtained in time-
domain simulations. When an H∞ handling qualities constraint is
saturated, the only time-domain interpretation that can bemade is that
the maximum deflection is achieved for a sinusoidal input at
the frequency for which the maximum H∞ norm was computed.
The reader interested in an extensive comparison between the
frequency constraints and the associated time responses may refer
to [50].

Fig. 10 Temporal responses for η � 1 (dotted lines) and ηopt � 0.3885 (solid lines).



Having in mind these limitations, we believe this method still

delivers useful information for sizing at a future project level.

Moreover, it is widely used in the literature (see, for instance,

[21,29,51]). Research has been done on time-domain output

bounding (see, for instance, [52]); the integration of this work to our

process is left for future work.
The following constraints are ensured:
1) The first constraint includes the maximum deflections and

deflection rate in response to a pilot pull up. This is ensured through a
constraint on the following H∞ norms:

���� 1

Δδmmax
i

TNzc→uΔNzmax
c

����
∞
≤ 1

and ���� 1

_δmmax
i

TNzc→ _uΔNzmax
c

����
∞
≤ 1

respectively, with Δδmmax
i � δmmax

i − δme.
2) The second constraint includes the maximum deflections and

deflection rate in response to severe longitudinal turbulence. This is
ensured through a constraint on the following H∞ norms:

���� 2

Δδmmax
i

Tez→u

����
∞
≤ 1

and

���� 2

_δmmax
i

Tez→ _u

����
∞
≤ 1

respectively.

3) The third constraint includes the maximum deflections and
deflection rate in response to the ϕmax bank angle order. This is
ensured through a constraint on the following H∞ norms:

���� 1

Δδmmax
i

Tϕc→uϕ
max

����
∞
≤ 1

and

���� 1

_δmmax
i

Tϕc→ _uϕ
max

����
∞
≤ 1

respectively.
Chosen values for the sizing are as follows:
1) The first value is δmmax � 25 deg. A 5 deg margin versus

deflection stops at 30 deg was chosen to avoid entering the nonlinear
part of control authority. Please also note that, for the maximal
deflection allowed, the deflection used for trim δme was taken into
account into the computation of Δδmmax: the more deflections are
needed in order to balance the aircraft, the less authority remains
available for control.
2) The second value is _δmmax � 60 deg ∕s.
3) The third value is ΔNzmax

c � 1.5g.
4) The fourth value is ϕmax

c � 45 deg.
The combined optimization problem is finally summarized in

Table 2.
The process developed in this paper was extensively described

in [50].

V. Results

In this section, the results of the integrated design and control

process are analyzed.

Table 2 Integrated design and control optimization problem

Function/variable Description Quantity

minimize η Outer elevon’s total span — —

with respect to K Control law gains 16
Kalloc Control allocation matrix 11
η Outer elevon’s total span 1

subject to
���� 1

Δδmmax
i

TNzc→uΔα
Ve

g
zα

����
∞
≤ 1

Maximum deflection in response to
longitudinal order

5

���� 1

_δmmax
i

TNzc→ _uΔα
Ve

g
zα

����
∞
≤ 1

Maximum deflection rate in response
to longitudinal order

5

���� 2

Δδmmax
i

Tez→u

����
∞
≤ 1

Maximum deflection in response to
longitudinal turbulence

5

���� 2

_δmmax
i

Tez→ _u

����
∞
≤ 1

Maximum deflection rate in response
to longitudinal turbulence

5

���� 1

Δδmmax
i

Tϕc→uϕ
max

����
∞
≤ 1

Maximum deflection in response to
bank order

5

���� 1

_δmmax
i

Tϕc→ _uϕ
max

����
∞
≤ 1

Maximum deflection rate in response
to bank order

5

����T�Nzc;ϕc;βc�→�z1;z2;z3� ⋅
1

γ∞

����
∞
≤ 1

Optimal closed-loop performance 1

∀ p ∈ C;ppole of P�s�: Closed-loop poles location 1
Re�p� ≤ −MinDecay; Re�p� ≤ −MinDamping:jpj — — — —

K internally stabilizesP�η� — — — —



A. Integrated Design and Control on a Single Flight Point

Integrated design and control with tunable allocation applied to the

flight point of M.35, H � 3300 ft, and m � 300T gives the

following results:

ηopt � 0.3885 (29)

gBest � 0.9998 (30)

A 61% decrease in the control surfaces span is achieved as

compared to the initial layout while still satisfying all handling

quality constraints, i.e.,gBest < 1.More precisely, Fig. 11, gathering

all handling qualities constraints at the optimum, indicates that, on

this flight point, the roll constraint is limiting. As a consequence, the

optimal allocation is to distribute equally among all controls the roll

order; hence, all roll criteria are equally saturated. As pitch is not

limiting on this flight point, only two controls are used for pitch

control. Such a strategy can also be seen on the temporal response of
Fig. 10: all five controls are equally used for the roll maneuver,
resulting in equal deflection rates for all controls. This behavior is
confirmed by looking at the optimized allocation matrix:

Kopt
alloc �

2
66666666666666666666666664

0.023 0.3811 0

0.0116 0.3811 0

0.000 0.3811 0

0.000 0.3811 0

0.000 0.3811 0

0.023 −0.3811 0

0.0116 −0.3811 0

0.000 −0.3811 0

0.000 −0.3811 0

0.000 −0.3811 0

0.000 0.000 0.006

3
77777777777777777777777775

(31)

B. Results on the Entire Flight Envelope

Integrated design and control with tunable allocation is now
applied on the whole flight domain described in Sec. III. Figure 12
shows the resulting surface ηopt � f�M;H�, as well as sizing
constraints associated with each optimum. The maximum value is
ηopt � 0.5996: the aircraft can adequately be controlled on thewhole
flight envelope, without reaching its control stops, with only 60% of
the initial control surface span. Then, the sizing values for ηopt (i.e.,
maximum values over the flight envelope) are achieved for low
dynamic pressure cases: that is, low speed and high altitude. It was
also shown in Sec. II.B that these cases correspond to the maximum
longitudinal instability. Interestingly, those sizing points are limited
by a combination of turbulence, and longitudinal and lateral
maneuvers.As expected, strong stabilization to an exogenous input is
definitely sizing for some specific flight points. Moreover, these
results highlight the importance of the control allocationmodule for a
correct sizing of the aircraft: it has a direct influence on the design.

VI. Conclusions

A new method for sizing the control surfaces of an unstable
blended-wing–body using closed-loop handling quality criteria was
presented. This method consists of simultaneously optimizing the
longitudinal and lateral control laws, as well as a control allocation
module, while minimizing the control surface areas under handling
quality constraints. Froma sizing perspective,we have shown that the

Fig. 11 Bar diagram of normalized constraint values after optimization

with tunable allocation: ηopt � 0.3885.

Fig. 12 ηopt, as a function of flight point, associated with limiting constraints.



studied Airbus blended-wing–body configuration can adequately be
controlled on all three axes, on the whole flight envelope, with only
60% of the initial control surface’s span, with normal laws and full
control authority, with reasonable hypotheses on the actuators,
sensors, and delay chain. Future work concerning the sizing of this
aircraft should investigate the control authority under failure cases.
From a methodological perspective, the benefit of a simultaneous

design and control approach is demonstrated: in a single step, the
sizing is guaranteed with respect to the handling quality criteria,
taking into account control laws. Further work should investigate
temporal criteria instead of frequency (root mean square) criteria.
Finally, alternative optimizers could be considered for solving this
coupled problem; given the nonsmooth nature of the mathematical
problem, simulation-based routines such as genetic algorithms could
be worth examining.

Appendix

Developing the coefficients in state-space matrices of Sec. II.A
gives the following:

xV � −ρVSCx

m
� ∂F

∂V
; xα � −2 gkCLα

;

xq � −2 gLk

V
CLq

; xβ � −
1

2
ρV2SCxβ

zV � −2 g

V2
; zα � ρVS

2 m
CLα

;

zq � ρSL

2 m
CLq

; mα �
ρV2S

B
Cmα

;

mq � ρVSL2

2B
Cmq

; xδx �
1

m

∂F
∂δx

;

xδmi
� −2 gkCLδmi

; zδmi
� ρVS

2 m
CLδmi

;

mδmi
� ρV2SL

2B
Cmδmi

yβ �
ρVeS
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